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Over the past six months, the WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Fund (DXJ) has gone from a strategy that was receiving
very little attention, to the fastest growing exchange-traded-fund (ETF), in terms of inﬂows YTD1. Many international
equity ETFs provide local equity exposure and currency exposure to investors. DXJ is different: We strive to give investors
access to the Japanese equities market while neutralizing the effect of the currency on the total return. Let’s break down
how we manage the yen hedge and how investors should think about the values being presented to them on a daily
basis. Fund Mechanics: In the DXJ portfolio, we seek to neutralize the currency exposure of investing in Japanese
equities. At the end of every month, the Fund portfolio manager enters into non-deliverable forward contracts to hedge
the yen exposure in the portfolio. We enter into contracts that approximately equal the market value of the equities in
the portfolio. Throughout the month, the yen moves up and down and the equities move up and down based on the
Japanese equity and currency market. They will normally move independently of one another. When a creation of new
shares occurs mid month, we take in more equities and we enter into new forward contracts to match the notional for the
new creation of shares. At the end of the month, we roll all the forwards2, entering into new 30-day forward contracts to
bring the currency hedge back in line with the notional amount of equities in the Fund. ETF Valuation Metrics: When
looking at ETFs with international underlying securities, it is also important to understand what goes into each value you
are observing. Are the underlying markets opened or closed at the time the ETF is trading? In DXJ’s case, during U.S.
trading hours, the Japanese equity market is closed. The different values published can help with your overall
understanding of how the ETF trades and is priced on the secondary market. Net Asset Value (NAV): For ETFs with
international underlying securities, the NAV can sometimes seem far from where the Fund is trading in the market during
U.S. trading hours. NAV depends on three factors: 1) when the NAV is struck, 2) how the NAV is struck (what components
go into the NAV), and 3) when the NAV is ofﬁcially published. For DXJ—the NAV is comprised of the price close of the
Japanese stocks at 2:00 a.m. EST plus the proﬁt or loss of the non-deliverable forward contracts in the portfolio taken
from a currency snap at 11 a.m. EST. At the end of the U.S. trading day, there is an NAV published for DXJ based on
those numbers. The U.S. stock market closes at 4 p.m. EST. The Japanese market closes at 2 a.m. EST. The DXJ NAV is
struck off securities that closed in Japan 14 hours earlier. As you can see, there is a long period from 2 a.m. EST (plus 11
a.m. EST yen “snap”) until 4 p.m. EST when U.S. stock markets and DXJ ofﬁcially close. This NAV does not take into
consideration anything happening during the U.S. trading day. This is similar for many international ETFs. By
understanding what goes into the NAV, differences between the market price and the NAV can be more easily
understood. IV or IOPV: The indicative value (IV), also known as indicative optimized portfolio value (IOPV), is a number
that is published every 15 seconds during U.S. trading hours. This number is published on Google Finance, Yahoo
Finance and other easily accessible ﬁnancial news websites. The IV takes into account the last closing prices of the
Japanese securities (2 a.m. EST) in the creation unit and also incorporates a real-time calculation of the currency—in this
case, the Japanese yen. Remember, the Japanese market closes at 2 a.m. EST, and the currency market trades 24 hours a
day. DXJ has forward contracts in the portfolio to hedge the currency exposure. This affects the indicative value, because
as the yen moves, the forward contracts are pricing in the yen movement, which is reﬂected in the indicative value. As the
yen moves, the proﬁts and losses of the forward contracts are working to help offset that yen movement. The IV can also
sometimes be away from the market price because the underlying stocks are closed. The indicative value typically starts
publishing an hour before the U.S. stock market opens. Fair Value: Fair value is a number calculated by many market
participants. It is not published by major data/news outlets. Fair value is the value that market makers typically use to
create a “real-time” value for the ETF. In DXJ, a market maker would typically take the closing prices of the equities in
Japan, factor in the movement in the yen (which trades 24 hours a day) and then incorporate some beta to the U.S.
market. For instance, if the S&P 500 is up plus or minus some factors, then Japanese stocks within DXJ will potentially
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open up x +/- some factors the following day. Fair values are subjective and variable. Every market maker may have a
different “fair value” estimate for DXJ. Market makers will typically provide liquidity to clients somewhere around their
“fair value” estimate. Bid/Offer: The bid/offer spread is essentially the difference between what a buyer is willing to pay
(bid) for the security vs. where a seller is willing to sell (offer). The bid/offer in ETFs is typically based around where the
market makers feel “fair value” is for the ETF. The published IV and the bid/offer displayed on the screen 3 may
sometimes seem distant from each other. That is because (as mentioned above) the market makers are incorporating
market movements and market sentiments into their pricing. For example, if the S&P 500 is up 30 points at 10 a.m. EST,
the DXJ bid/offer will likely be much higher than the published indicative value, because the indicative value does not
take into account what is occurring in the marketplace and where market makers believe the Japanese stock market may
open the next day. Last Price: Last price is simply the last price the security traded on the exchange. The last price is not
what the ETF is currently worth. In addition, it is not indicative of where you can buy or sell the ETF in the future. It is the
last price the security traded. In a fund such as DXJ, the last price is usually very recent, but in an ETF that trades
infrequently, the last price could be several minutes or hours old. When evaluating ETFs with international underlying
holdings, investors need to understand everything that goes into the values they are observing. Having the proper
perspective on exactly how these values are derived is critical to understanding the bigger picture of how a fund acts on
the secondary market. Make sure you take all the values presented to you, organize them and use them to your
advantage to make the best decision about how you view an ETF during the U.S. trading day. 1Source: Bloomberg, as of
6/1/2013. 2Rolling the forward contracts means exiting the old contracts and entering into new contracts. 3Displayed on
the screen means the electronic bid/offer that an investors would see if they pulled up the quote on a brokerage website.
Importan t Risks Re late d to th is Article

There are risks associated with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves special risks, such
as risk of loss from currency ﬂuctuation or political or economic uncertainty. The Fund focuses its investments in Japan,
thereby increasing the impact of events and developments in Japan, which can adversely affect performance. Investments
in currency involve additional special risks, such as credit risk, interest rate ﬂuctuations, derivative investments, which can
be volatile and may be less liquid than other securities, and more sensitive to the effect of varied economic conditions.
As this Fund can have a high concentration in some issuers, the Fund can be adversely impacted by changes affecting
those issuers. Please read the Fund’s prospectus for speciﬁc details regarding the Fund’s risk proﬁle. You cannot invest
directly in an index.
For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Kara Marciscano, Jianing Wu and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund
Services, LLC.
WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS
Non-deliverable forward currency contract : An agreement to buy or sell a speciﬁc currency at a future date at an
agreed-upon rate that is settled in U.S. dollars.
Hedge : Making an investment to reduce the risk of adverse price movements in an asset. Normally, a hedge consists of
taking an offsetting position in a related security, such as a futures contract.
Notional : The dollar value of the derivative contract.
Secondary market : A market where investors purchase or sell securities or assets from or to other investors, rather than
from issuing companies themselves—exchanges such as the New York Stock Exchange and the NASDAQ—are secondary
markets.
Currency snap : A “snapshot” of the currency at a moment in tim.
Indicative Value (IV) : The indicative value (IV) is the value that ETF issuers provide to offer a more real-time indication
of the value of each ETF portfolio. It is also sometimes known as the indicative optimized portfolio value (IOPV) or
intraday indicative value (IIV.
Creation Unit (CU) : A speciﬁed number of shares issued by an exchange-traded fund (ETF) in large blocks, generally
between 25,000 and 200,000 shares. The authorized participants that buy creation units either keep the ETF shares that
make up the creation unit or sell all or part of them on a stock exchange.
Fair value : Also known as “eNAV.” It is essentially an indicative value (IV) that is made in real time by calculating the
basket value on every underlying tick and by adjustments that account for updated market new.
Market maker : Someone who quotes a buy and a sell price in a financial instrument.
Beta : A measure of the volatility of a security or a portfolio in comparison to a benchmark. In general, a beta less than 1
indicates that the investment is less volatile than the benchmark, while a beta more than 1 indicates that the investment
is more volatile than the benchmark.
S&P 500 Index : Market capitalization-weighted benchmark of 500 stocks selected by the Standard and Poor’s Index
Committee designed to represent the performance of the leading industries in the United States economy.
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